This Norwegian duo takes the listener into a world of sound that moves between the continuous and the meditative and the fleeting and fragmented. Their scraping, thundering, trembling and tinkling sounds surround the listener. They create a three-dimensional sound image where the focus is on the very sound and the timbre of it, and where the more continuously colourful phrases may develop into rhythmically suggestive intervals.

*For those who have everything* is the duo’s first album and it consists of 5 free improvised pieces. The duo has been working on making the improvisations as clean and clear as possible, with a focus they mean the music to need.

For the sixth piece they decided to collaborate with the Portuguese composer and sound designer Maria Castro. She got sent the files from a couple of improvisations and had the freedom to re-compose them into one new piece, by tweaking the original sound, adding new electronics and re-phrase the original playing.

**TRACKLISTINGS**
1. Stumbling Ritual
2. Anxious Eagle
3. Flickering Flame
4. The Fidget
5. Endorphin
6. Søvngjenger
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